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The new terror wave must stop 

Israel is suffering another terror wave since the beginning of the 
Jewish holidays in mid-September, and it has intensified over 
the last week. On October 8, Israel was hit with four stabbing 
attacks in Jerusalem, Tel Aviv, Afula and Kiriat Arba. On the 9, 
three more attacks had been perpetrated. The security situation 
is worsening all over the country and, as a dramatic example, 
Jerusalem’s mayor Nir Barkat has encouraged residents who 
legally own arms to bear them. Jerusalem suffered three 
stabbing attacks last week, which left two Israelis murdered and 
a two-year-old baby injured. During this terror wave, the worst 
attack took place on Saturday, October 4, when the Israeli 
couple Naama and Eitam Henkin were shot dead in front of 
their children. The attacks have been accompanied by the rise 
of riots in the West Bank as well. So much so that many 
analysts and pundits are foreseeing the start of a Third Intifada.  

Israeli leaders, Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and 
Defense Minister Moshe Yaalon, as well as Palestinian 
President Mahmoud Abbas, have made calls to restore the 
calm. Netanyahu called for a broad unity government, 
considering the terror attacks and the instability in the Middle 
East. However, Abbas’s involvement in stopping the attacks 
and the altercations are, at best, ambiguous. In spite that 
Hamas has been behind the bigger attacks against Israelis 
(such as the shooting that killed the Henkin couple,) Abbas has 
instigated anti-Israeli sentiment. He did not condemn the 
attacks against Israeli citizens and has openly stated that he 
supported “the defenders of al-Aqsa against the terrorist 
settlers.” On September 16, Abbas stated on the official PA TV 
News that, “We won’t allow them [Israelis] with their “filthy feet” 
to “defile our al-Aqsa Mosque… We bless every drop of blood... 
that has been spilled for Allah.” As counter-terrorism expert 
Anat Berko has said, Hamas is behind the rise of the violence, 
but it is aided by the incitement the al-Fatah Party generates.  

This incitement of violence has negatively influenced the 
Palestinian population: A survey released last week revealed 
that 42 percent of Palestinians in Gaza and the West Bank 
support the armed conflict while 51 percent oppose the two-
state solution.  

The situation can indeed deteriorate dramatically — for 
instance, if the Islamic Jihad carries out its threats of launching 
suicide bombings. The terror wave has a clear goal, beyond the 
claims over the Temple Mount, or other holy sites: to make life 
unbearable for Israelis. The tactics have evolved in order to 
achieve that purpose: suicide bombers, indiscriminate rocket 
and mortar attacks, and nowadays, stabbing solo-attacks, which 
are harder to face and locate. All this comes  undoubtedly 
loaded with psychological terror for the Israelis — this might 
happen anytime, anywhere. Stopping such unpredictable 
attacks poses a huge challenge for Israel’s forces as well. Since 
its procedures are questioned in some international 
organizations, the IDF and the police are dealing with a threat 
that the West is also confronting.  

Sadly, as it is always the case with violence against Israelis, 
many Western media outlets use biased language to cover 
these terror attacks and that unfairly harms Israel’s position in 
the world — thus boosting the international assault on its 
legitimacy. Headlines have focused on the response by Israel’s 
security forces—only in the fine print could the reason for it be 
found—and have ignored the anti-Israel incitement, not to 
mention the media’s difficulty to use the word “murdered” when 
the victim happens to be from Israel. Israeli citizens have the 
right to live secure and safe, and no country should have to 
endure this terrible situation. The outbreak of a Third Intifada 
would not only be very pernicious for Israelis—as well for 
Palestinians—but, it would also intensify the delegitimization of 
Israel and its right to defend itself against terrorism. 
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